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Research & Scholarship

CLINICAL TRIALS
• Side Effects of Antipsychotic Medications, Recruiting
• Beneficial Effect of Salicylates: Insulin Action, Secretion or Clearance?, Not Recruiting
• Comparing Tricor, Avandia, or Weight Loss to Lower Cardiovascular Risk Factors in People With High Triglycerides., Not Recruiting
• Insulin Resistance in Patients With Major Depression, Not Recruiting
• Liraglutide and a Calorie Restricted Diet Augments Weight Loss and Decreases Risk of Type 2 Diabetes and CVD., Not Recruiting

Publications

PUBLICATIONS
• Metabolic Markers to Predict Incident Diabetes Mellitus in Statin-Treated Patients (from the Treating to New Targets and the Stroke Prevention by Aggressive Reduction in Cholesterol Levels Trials). American journal of cardiology
  2016; 118 (9): 1275-1281
• Nat1 Deficiency Is Associated with Mitochondrial Dysfunction and Exercise Intolerance in Mice CELL REPORTS
  2016; 17 (2): 527-540
• Insulin clearance: an underappreciated modulator of plasma insulin concentration. Journal of investigative medicine
  Kim, S. H., Reaven, G. M.
  2016; 64 (7): 1162-1165
• Maternal Midpregnancy Glucose Levels and Risk of Congenital Heart Disease in Offspring JAMA PEDIATRICS
  Priest, J. R., Yang, W., Reaven, G., Knowles, J. W., Shaw, G. M.
  2015; 169 (12): 1112-1116
• Fasting plasma triglyceride concentration: A possible approach to identify increased risk of statin-induced type 2 diabetes DIABETES & VASCULAR DISEASE RESEARCH
  Sung, K., Reaven, G.
  2015; 12 (5): 373-376
• Circulating microRNA-320a and microRNA-486 predict thiazolidinedione response: Moving towards precision health for diabetes prevention METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
Flowers, E., Aouizerat, B. E., Abbasi, F., Lamendola, C., Grove, K. M., Fukuoka, Y., Reaven, G. M.
2015; 64 (9): 1051-1059

Usefulness of Fetuin-A to Predict Risk for Cardiovascular Disease Among Patients With Obstructive Sleep Apnea. American journal of cardiology
2015; 116 (2): 219-224

Abnormalities of lipoprotein concentrations in obstructive sleep apnea are related to insulin resistance. Sleep
2015; 38 (5): 793-799

Identification and validation of N-acetyltransferase 2 as an insulin sensitivity gene JOURNAL OF CLINICAL INVESTIGATION
2015; 125 (4): 1739-1751

Low Circulating 25-Hydroxyvitamin D Concentrations Are Associated with Defects in Insulin Action and Insulin Secretion in Persons with Prediabetes JOURNAL OF NUTRITION
Abbasi, F., Blasey, C., Feldman, D., Caulfield, M. P., Hantash, F. M., Reaven, G. M.
2015; 145 (4): 714-719

Abbasi, F., Feldman, D., Caulfield, M. P., Hantash, F. M., Reaven, G. M.
2015; 28 (2): 266-272

Use of plasma triglyceride/high-density lipoprotein cholesterol ratio to identify increased cardio-metabolic risk in young, healthy South Asians INDIAN JOURNAL OF MEDICAL RESEARCH
Flowers, E., Molina, C., Mathur, A., Reaven, G. M.
2015; 141: 68-74

Effect of liraglutide administration and a calorie-restricted diet on lipoprotein profile in overweight/obese persons with prediabetes. Nutrition, metabolism, and cardiovascular diseases : NMCD
2014; 24 (12): 1317-1322

Ability of the plasma concentration ratio of triglyceride/high-density lipoprotein cholesterol to identify increased cardio-metabolic risk in an east Asian population DIABETES RESEARCH AND CLINICAL PRACTICE
Sung, K., Reaven, G., Kim, S.
2014; 105 (1): 96-101

Fasting urine pH is independent of insulin sensitivity AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITION
Workeneh, B., Abbasi, F., Reaven, G.
2010; 91 (3): 586-588

Utility of Homeostasis Model Assessment of beta-Cell Function in Predicting Diabetes in 12,924 Healthy Koreans DIABETES CARE
Sung, K., Reaven, G. M., Kim, S. H.
2010; 33 (1): 200-202

The role of membrane glycoprotein plasma cell antigen 1 ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase phosphodiesterase 1 in the pathogenesis of insulin resistance and related abnormalities ENDOCRINE REVIEWS
Goldfine, I. D., Maddux, B. A., Youngren, J. F., Reaven, G., Accili, D., Trischitta, V., Vigneri, R., Frittitta, L.
2008; 29 (1): 62-75

Whole-body glycolysis measured by the deuterated-glucose disposal test correlates highly with insulin resistance in vivo DIABETES CARE
2007; 30 (5): 1143-1149

Prevalence of insulin resistance and associated cardiovascular disease risk factors among normal weight, overweight, and obese individuals METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
McLaughlin, T., Allison, G., Abbasi, F., Lamendola, C., Reaven, G.
Rosuvastatin is efficacious as monotherapy in patients with combined dyslipidemia. *53rd Annual Scientific Session of the American-College-of-Cardiology*

Abassi, F., Chu, J. W., Lamendola, C., McLaughlin, T., Cain, V., Hutchinson, H. G., Reaven, G. M.
ELSEVIER SCIENCE INC.2004: 480A–480A

Use of metabolic markers to identify overweight individuals who are insulin resistant. *ANNALS OF INTERNAL MEDICINE*

McLaughlin, T., Abbasi, F., Cheal, K., Chu, J., Lamendola, C., Reaven, G.
2003; 139 (10): 802-809

Usefulness of plasma glucose and insulin concentrations in identifying patients with insulin resistance. *AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CARDIOLOGY*

Tuan, C. Y., Abbasi, F., Lamendola, C., McLaughlin, T., Reaven, G.
2003; 92 (5): 606-610

Rosiglitazone in insulin-resistant women with polycystic ovary syndrome: effects on ovarianfunction and metabolism. *CIRCULATION*

OXFORD UNIV PRESS.2003: 43–43

Differentiation between obesity and insulin resistance in the association with C-reactive protein. *CIRCULATION*

McLaughlin, T., Abbasi, F., Lamendola, C., Liang, L., Reaven, G., Schaaf, P., Reaven, P.
2002; 106 (23): 2908-2912

Do coronary heart disease risk factors change over time? *METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL*

2002; 51 (8): 1022-1026

Metabolic syndrome - Pathophysiology and implications for management of cardiovascular disease. *CIRCULATION*

Reaven, G.
2002; 106 (3): 286-288

High prevalence of impaired glucose metabolism in patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy. *CIRCULATION*

ELSEVIER SCIENCE INC.2002: 181A–181A

Reversibility of diabetes-induced rat graft vasculopathy by metformin. *CIRCULATION*

LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS.2001: 118–18

Reversibility of diabetes-induced rat graft vasculopathy by metformin. *CIRCULATION*

LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS.2001: 118–18

Relationship between insulin resistance, weight loss, and coronary heart disease risk in healthy, obese women. *METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL*

McLaughlin, T., Abbasi, F., Kim, H. S., Lamendola, C., Schaaf, P., Reaven, G.
2001; 50 (7): 795-800

Metabolic abnormalities characteristic of dysmetabolic syndrome predict the development of transplant coronary artery disease - A prospective study. *CIRCULATION*

Valantine, H., Rickenbacker, P., Kenma, M., Hunt, S., CHEN, Y. D., Reaven, G., Stinson, E. B.
2001; 103 (17): 2144-2152

Effect of orlistat-assisted weight rose in decreasing coronary heart disease risk in patients with syndrome X. *AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CARDIOLOGY*

Reaven, G., Segal, K., Hauptman, J., Boldrin, M., Lucas, C.
2001; 87 (7): 827-831

Metformin attenuates plasma asymmetric dimethylarginine and monocyte adhesion in type 2 diabetes. *JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM*

Asagami, T., Stuehlinger, M. C., Li, W., Abbasi, F. A., Tsao, P. S., Cooke, J. P., Reaven, G. M.
LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WILKINS.2000: 232–32

Alterations in nitric oxide/cyclic-GMP pathway in nondiabetic siblings of patients with type 2 diabetes. *JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM*

2000; 85 (7): 2416-2420
• Effect of variations in plasma magnesium concentration on resistance to insulin-mediated glucose disposal in nondiabetic subjects. *Journal of Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism*
  Rosolova, H., Mayer, O., Reaven, G.
  1997; 82 (11): 3783-3785

• Mechanisms of disease - Hypertension and associated metabolic abnormalities - The role of insulin resistance and the sympathoadrenal system. *New England Journal of Medicine*
  Reaven, G. M., Lithell, H., Landsberg, L.
  1996; 334 (6): 374-381

HYPERINSULINEMIA, OBESITY, AND SYNDROME-X. *Journal of Internal Medicine*
  Zavaroni, I., Bonini, L., Fantuzzi, R., Dallaglio, E., Passeri, M., Reaven, G. M.
  1994; 235 (1): 51-56

• INSULIN-RESISTANCE, GLUCOSE-INTOLERANCE, AND HYPERINSULINEMIA IN PATIENTS WITH MICROVASCULAR ANGINA. *Metabolism: Clinical and Experimental*
  Fuh, M. M., Jeng, C. Y., Young, M. M., Sheu, W. H., Chen, Y. D., Reaven, G. M.
  1993; 42 (9): 1090-1092

• CHANGES IN INSULIN AND LIPID-METABOLISM IN MALES WITH ASYMPTOMATIC HYPERURICEMIA. *Journal of Internal Medicine*
  Zavaroni, I., Mazza, S., Fantuzzi, M., Dallaglio, E., Bonora, E., Delsignore, R., Passeri, M., Reaven, G. M.
  1993; 234 (1): 25-30

• GLUCAGON DOES NOT INCREASE PLASMA-FREE FATTY-ACID AND GLYCEROL CONCENTRATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS. *Journal of Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism*
  Jeng, C. Y., Sheu, W. H., Jaspan, J. B., Polonsky, K. S., Chen, Y. D., Reaven, G. M.
  1993; 77 (1): 6-10

• INHIBITORS OF INSULIN-RECEPTOR TYROSINE KINASE IN FIBROBLASTS FROM DIVERSE PATIENTS WITH IMPAIRED INSULIN ACTION - EVIDENCE FOR A NOVEL MECHANISM OF POSTRECEPTOR INSULIN-RESISTANCE. *Journal of Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism*
  Maddux, B. A., Sbraccia, P., Reaven, G. M., Moller, D. E., Goldfine, I. D.
  1993; 77 (1): 73-79

• INSULIN RESISTANCE, GLUCOSE-INTOLERANCE, AND HYPERINSULINEMIA - HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA VERSUS HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA. *Arteriosclerosis and Thrombosis*
  1993; 13 (3): 367-370

• ACUTE METABOLIC EFFECTS OF CLONIDINE AND ADENOSINE IN MAN. *Hormone and Metabolic Research*
  Swislocki, A. L., Vestal, R. E., Reaven, G. M., Hoffman, B. B.
  1993; 25 (2): 90-95

• PREVALENCE OF HYPERINSULINEMIA IN PATIENTS WITH HIGH BLOOD-PRESSURE. *Journal of Internal Medicine*
  Zavaroni, I., Mazza, S., Dallaglio, E., Gasparini, P., Passeri, M., Reaven, G. M.
  1992; 231 (3): 235-240

• Insulin-resistance and associated risk factors for coronary heart disease as seen in families. *Diabete & metabolism*
  Zavaroni, I., Reaven, G.
  1991; 17 (1): 109-111

• RELATIVE IMPACT OF AGING, INCREASED BODY-FAT, DECLINE IN PHYSICAL-ACTIVITY ON THE INCREASE IN BLOOD-PRESSURE SEEN WITH AGING
  Hutt, E. A., Twersky, J., Reaven, G. M.
  SLACK INC.1991: A592–A592

• RELATIVE IMPACT OF AGING, BODY-FAT AND FAT DISTRIBUTION, PHYSICAL-ACTIVITY AND GLUCOSE-TOLERANCE ON SYSTOLIC BLOOD-PRESSURE
  Twersky, J. I., Hutt, E., Reaven, G. M.
  SLACK INC.1991: A117–A117
• INSULIN-RESISTANCE AND ASSOCIATED RISK-FACTORS FOR CORONARY HEART-DISEASE AS SEEN IN FAMILIES. INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES TODAY
Zavaroni, I., Reaven, G.
MASSON EDITEUR. 1991: 109–11

• CORONARY-ARTERY DISEASE IN CHINESE MALES WITHOUT HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA. JOURNAL OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
Shieh, S. M., Fuh, M. M., Shen, D. C., CHEN, Y. D., Reaven, G. M.
1990; 228 (5): 471-475

• HABITUAL LEISURE-TIME PHYSICAL-ACTIVITY IS ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENCES IN VARIOUS RISK-FACTORS FOR CORONARY-ARTERY DISEASE. JOURNAL OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
1989; 226 (6): 417-421

• RISK-FACTORS FOR CORONARY-ARTERY DISEASE IN HEALTHY-PERSONS WITH HYPERINSULINEMIA AND NORMAL GLUCOSE-TOLERANCE. NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE
1989; 320 (11): 702-706

• ABNORMAL LIPID-METABOLISM IN TREATED HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS. AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MEDICINE
DALLAGLIO, E., Strata, A., Reaven, G.
1988; 84 (5): 899-903

• EFFECT OF A LOW FAT DIET ON CARBOHYDRATE-METABOLISM IN PATIENTS WITH HYPERTENSION. HYPERTENSION
Parillo, M., Coulston, A., Hollenbeck, C., Reaven, G.
1988; 11 (3): 244-248

• EVIDENCE THAT MULTIPLE RISK-FACTORS FOR CORONARY-ARTERY DISEASE EXIST IN PERSONS WITH ABNORMAL GLUCOSE-TOLERANCE. AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MEDICINE
Zavaroni, I., DALLAGLIO, E., Bonora, E., ALPI, O., Passeri, M., Reaven, G. M.
1987; 83 (4): 609-612

• HIGH-DENSITY-LIPOPROTEIN (HDL) METABOLISM IN NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS - MEASUREMENT OF HDL TURNOVER USING TRITIATED HDL. JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM
Golay, A., ZECH, L., Shi, M. Z., CHIOU, Y. A., Reaven, G. M., CHEN, Y. D.
1987; 65 (3): 512-518

• EFFECT OF SOURCE OF DIETARY CARBOHYDRATE ON PLASMA-GLUCOSE AND INSULIN RESPONSES TO MIXED MEALS IN SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM. DIABETES CARE
1987; 10 (4): 395-400

• VARIATIONS IN INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE-UPTAKE IN HEALTHY-INDIVIDUALS WITH NORMAL GLUCOSE-TOLERANCE. JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM
Hollenbeck, C., Reaven, G. M.
1987; 64 (6): 1169-1173

• CAN INSULIN RESISTANCE EXIST AS A PRIMARY DEFECT IN NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS. JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM
Swislocki, A. L., DONNER, C. C., FRAZE, E., CHEN, Y. D., Reaven, G. M.
1987; 64 (4): 778-782

• AGE-RELATED-CHANGES IN POSTPRANDIAL PLASMA-GLUCOSE, INSULIN, AND FREE FATTY-ACID CONCENTRATIONS IN NONDIABETIC INDIVIDUALS. JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN GERIATRICS SOCIETY
FRAZE, E., CHIOU, Y. A., CHEN, Y. D., Reaven, G. M.
1987; 35 (3): 224-228

• AGE-RELATED-CHANGES IN RAT MUSCLE GLYCOGEN-SYNTAHSE ACTIVITY. JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY
DALLAGLIO, E., Chang, H., Reaven, G. M., Azhar, S.
1987; 42 (2): 168-172
• **DELETERIOUS METABOLIC EFFECTS OF HIGH-CARBOHYDRATE, SUCROSE-CONTAINING DIETS IN PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS** AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MEDICINE
  1987; 82 (2): 213-223

• **DOCUMENTATION OF HYPERGLUCAGONEMIA THROUGHOUT THE DAY IN NONOBESE AND OBESE PATIENTS WITH NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS** JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM
  Reaven, G. M., CHEN, Y. D., Golay, A., Swislocki, A. L., Jaspan, J. B.
  1987; 64 (1): 106-110

• **ROLE OF INSULIN IN REGULATION OF HIGH-DENSITY-LIPOPROTEIN METABOLISM** JOURNAL OF LIPID RESEARCH
  1987; 28 (1): 10-18

• **RESISTANCE TO INSULIN SUPPRESSION OF PLASMA-FREE FATTY-ACID CONCENTRATIONS AND INSULIN STIMULATION OF GLUCOSE- UPTAKE IN NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS** JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM
  CHEN, Y. D., Golay, A., Swislocki, A. L., Reaven, G. M.
  1987; 64 (1): 17-21

• **SUPPRESSION OF FREE FATTY-ACIDS AND TRIGLYCERIDES IN NORMAL AND HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIC RATS BY THE ADENOSINE RECEPTOR AGONIST PHENYLISOPROPYLADENOSINE** JOURNAL OF PHARMACOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPEUTICS
  Hoffman, B. B., DALLAGLIO, E., Hollenbeck, C., Chang, H., Reaven, G. M.
  1986; 239 (3): 715-718

• **GLYCEMIC EFFECTS OF CARBOHYDRATES - A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE** DIABETES CARE
  Hollenbeck, C. B., Coulston, A. M., Reaven, G. M.
  1986; 9 (6): 641-647

• **THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE TRAINING ON INSULIN RESISTANCE IN SEDENTARY YEAR OLD RATS** JOURNALS OF GERONTOLOGY
  Mondon, C. E., Sims, C., DOLKAS, C. B., REAVEN, E. P., Reaven, G. M.
  1986; 41 (5): 605-610

• **EVIDENCE THAT INSULIN DEFICIENCY IN THE RAT HAS DISPARATE EFFECTS ON FRUCTOSE 2,6-BISPHOSPHATE LEVELS IN MUSCLE AND LIVER** ENDOCRINOLOGY
  DALLAGLIO, E., Reaven, G. M., Azhar, S.
  1986; 118 (1): 108-111

• **TO WHAT EXTENT DOES INCREASED DIETARY FIBER IMPROVE GLUCOSE AND LIPID-METABOLISM IN PATIENTS WITH NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS (NIDDM)** AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITION
  Hollenbeck, C. B., Coulston, A. M., Reaven, G. M.
  1986; 43 (1): 16-24
• HOW INSULIN RESISTANT ARE PATIENTS WITH NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM
Reaven, G. M., CHEN, Y. D., DONNER, C. C., FRAZE, E., Hollenbeck, C. B.
1985; 61 (1): 32-36

• PRESENTATION OF A NEW METHOD FOR SPECIFIC MEASUREMENT OF INVIVO INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE DISPOSAL IN HUMANS - COMPARISON OF THIS APPROACH WITH THE INSULIN CLAMP AND MINIMAL MODEL TECHNIQUES JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM
DONNER, C. C., FRAZE, E., CHEN, Y. D., Hollenbeck, C. B., Foley, J. E., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 60 (4): 723-726

• METABOLIC EFFECTS OF ADDED DIETARY SUCROSE IN INDIVIDUALS WITH NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN GERIATRICS SOCIETY
Coulston, A. M., Hollenbeck, C. B., DONNER, C. C., WILLIAMS, R., CHIOU, Y. A., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 34 (10): 962-966

• QUANTITATION OF INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE DISPOSAL IN PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS DIABETES
DONNER, C. C., FRAZE, E., CHEN, Y. D., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 34 (9): 831-835

• METABOLIC-CLEARANCE RATE OF INSULIN IN PATIENTS WITH NONINSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS (NIDDM) METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
DONNER, C. C., Chien, Y. D., FRAZE, E., Moore, J., Reaven, G. M.
SLACK INC.1985: A59–A59

• SPONTANEOUS RUNNING ACTIVITY IN MALE-RATS - EFFECT OF AGE JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY
Mondon, C. E., DOLKAS, C. B., Sims, C., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 58 (5): 1553-1557

• GLYBURIDE IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES - ITS THERAPEUTIC EFFECT IN PATIENTS WITH DISEASE POORLY CONTROLLED BY INSULIN ALONE ARCHIVES OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
LARDINOIS, C. K., Liu, G. C., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 145 (6): 1028-1032

• EFFECT OF HABITUAL PHYSICAL-ACTIVITY ON REGULATION OF INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE DISPOSAL IN OLDER MALES JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN GERIATRICS SOCIETY
Hollenbeck, C. B., Haskell, W., Rosenthal, M., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 33 (4): 273-277

• THE EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN PERCENT OF NATURALLY-OCCURRING COMPLEX AND SIMPLE CARBOHYDRATES ON PLASMA-GLUCOSE AND INSULIN-RESPONSE IN INDIVIDUALS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS DIABETES
Hollenbeck, C. B., Coulston, A. M., DONNER, C. C., Williams, R. A., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 34 (2): 151-155

• ESTIMATES OF INVIVO INSULIN ACTION IN HUMANS - COMPARISON OF THE INSULIN CLAMP AND THE MINIMAL MODEL TECHNIQUES HORMONE AND METABOLIC RESEARCH
Foley, J. E., CHEN, Y. D., LARDINOIS, C. K., Hollenbeck, C. B., Liu, G. C., Reaven, G. M.
1985; 17 (8): 406-409

• MODERATE WEIGHT-LOSS AND SULFONYLUREA TREATMENT OF NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS - COMBINED EFFECTS ARCHIVES OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
1985; 145 (4): 665-669

• GLUCOSE-INDUCED INSULIN-SECRETION BY PERFUSED PANCREAS OF 2-MO-OLD AND 12-MO-OLD FISCHER-344 RATS AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY
Curry, D. L., Reaven, G., Reaven, E.
1984; 247 (3): E385-E388

• INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE DISPOSAL INCREASES WITH TIME IN PATIENTS WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS DIABETES
Liu, G., CHEN, Y. D., Hollenbeck, C. B., LARDINOIS, C. K., Reaven, G. M.  
1984; 33 (7): 643-647

**INSULIN RESISTANCE IN OLDER RATS** AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSIOLOGY  
Narimiya, M., Azhar, S., DOLKAS, C. B., Mondon, C. E., Sims, C., Wright, D. W., Reaven, G. M.  
1984; 246 (5): E397-E404

**A COMPARISON OF THE RELATIVE EFFECTS OF OBESITY AND NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS ON INVIVO INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE-UTILIZATION** DIABETES  
Hollenbeck, C. B., CHEN, Y. D., Reaven, G. M.  
1984; 33 (7): 622-626

**CAUSES OF THE TRIGLYCERIDE-LOWERING EFFECT OF EXERCISE TRAINING IN RATS** JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY  
Mondon, C. E., DOLKAS, C. B., TOBEY, T., Reaven, G. M.  
1984; 57 (5): 1466-1471

**ACARBOSE TREATMENT OF NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS** ARCHIVES OF INTERNAL MEDICINE  
LARDINOIS, C. K., GREENFIELD, M. S., Schwartz, H. C., Vreman, H. J., Reaven, G. M.  
1984; 144 (2): 345-347

**EFFECT OF INVIVO PLASMA-INSULIN LEVELS ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERFUSATE FREE FATTY-ACID CONCENTRATION AND TRIGLYCERIDE SECRETION BY PERFUSED RAT LIVERS** HORMONE AND METABOLIC RESEARCH  
Reaven, G. M., Mondon, C. E.  
1984; 16 (5): 230-232

**PLASMA-GLUCOSE, INSULIN AND LIPID RESPONSES TO HIGH-CARBOHYDRATE LOW-FAT DIETS IN NORMAL HUMANS** METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL  
Coulston, A. M., Liu, G. C., Reaven, G. M.  
1983; 32 (1): 52-56

**EFFECT OF EXERCISE TRAINING AND SUCROSE FEEDING ON INSULIN-STIMULATED GLUCOSE-UPTAKE IN RATS WITH STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED INSULIN-DEFICIENT DIABETES** DIABETES  
DALLAGLIO, E., Chang, F., Chang, H., Wright, D., Reaven, G. M.  
1983; 32 (2): 165-168

**EFFECT OF AGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL-FACTORS ON INSULIN RELEASE FROM THE PERFUSED PANCREAS OF THE RAT** JOURNAL OF CLINICAL INVESTIGATION  
Reaven, E., Curry, D., Moore, J., Reaven, G.  
1983; 71 (2): 345-350

**EFFECT OF CONFINEMENT IN SMALL SPACE-FLIGHT SIZE CAGES ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY OF EXERCISE-TRAINED RATS** AVIATION SPACE AND ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE  
Mondon, C. E., DOLKAS, C. B., Reaven, G. M.  
1983; 54 (10): 919-922

**SUCROSE-INDUCED INSULIN RESISTANCE IN THE RAT - MODULATION BY EXERCISE AND DIET** AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL NUTRITION  
Wright, D. W., Hansen, R. I., Mondon, C. E., Reaven, G. M.  

**DISPARATE EFFECTS OF PRAZOSIN AND PROPRANOLOL ON LIPID-METABOLISM IN A RAT MODEL** METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL  
DALLAGLIO, E., Chang, H., Reaven, G.  
1983; 32 (5): 510-513

**EFFECT OF AGE AND DIET ON INSULIN-SECRETION AND INSULIN ACTION IN THE RAT** DIABETES  
Reaven, E., Wright, D., Mondon, C. E., Solomon, R., Ho, H., Reaven, G. M.  
1983; 32 (2): 175-180

**EFFECT OF HIGH-CARBOHYDRATE-LOW-FAT DIETS ON PLASMA-GLUCOSE, INSULIN AND LIPID RESPONSES IN HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIC HUMANS** METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
Liu, G. C., Coulston, A. M., Reaven, G. M.
1983; 32 (8): 750-753

• DOES DAY-LONG ABSOLUTE HYPOINSULINEMIA CHARACTERIZE THE PATIENT WITH NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES-MELLITUS METABOLISM-CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
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